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INTRODUCTION  

Voice of America (VOA Persian) has issued an article [1] that is in the same line with this paper. 

In fact, that article from VOA Persian confirms this paper. Also, Eminent Crown Prince of Iran, 

Reza Pahlavi has a saying from Atamalek Joveini about Iran Islamic Regime as “They came and 

dug and burned and killed and took away and went” [2] which approves this paper. 

DISCUSSION 

In general, one must have both experience and science in the field of inspection and corrosion to 

get the job. I have the science as the following (files) books: 

 AWS Welding Handbooks (Volumes 1 to 5) 

 ASNT NDT Handbooks (Volumes 1 to 10)  

 Course Manuals of NACE CP 1, NACE CP 2, NACE CP 3 and NACE CP 4 

 Student Manuals of NACE CIP Level 1 and NACE CIP Level 2 

 ASM Metals Handbooks 

 Standards and other publications from AWS, ASME, API, NACE, AWWA, NFPA, ASTM, 

TEMA, SSPC (SPC), ABS, AAR, AASHTO, AISC, AREA, NBBPVI UBPVLS, FED, PFI, 

SAE, UL, MSS SP, ASNT, ANSI, … 

This fact that science and experience is necessary for this job is derived from the above files 

(books). Also, I have industrial experience and my related industrial works photos are available 

in my website which prove that I have the industrial experience [3]. Generally, as I have said in 

my recent articles, I have no intelligence, Iran and I will not become anything in the science and 
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In this article, some facts about schizophrenia and other mental disorders were discussed. 
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Iran and I will not become anything in general[4 to 22] but this job will have a small and 

negligible income for me.  Some facts about these files (books) should be considered as: 

1.  They are all American innovations which Iranians cannot make them. 

2. They make the minds of its applicators free to think of every other things like politics and 

religion and in this way they make advancement.  

3. These books were kept secret for many years in Iran and they were available only for mafia 

groups because they were very valuable but these days most of them are available for free in 

internet. 

4. They are only a small part of the world science in these fields and a large part of discovered 

science is kept secret. By reading these files, one will become a simple employee whose 

final limit of assets will be having a car and a house both in Iran and abroad. Therefore, one 

should not expect to become the top world billionaire like Mr. Jeff Bezos who invented the 

Giant Tech of AMAZON or Mr. Mark Zuckerberg who invented the Giant Tech of 

FACEBOOK and etc. Mr. Jeff Bezos is the richest person in the world with the net worth of 

$177 Billion and Mr. Mark Zuckerberg is the fifth richest person in the world with the net 

worth of $97 Billion [23]. It should be noted that both Rolls-Royce with price of $28 Million 

[24] and Peugeot 206 with price of $7700 [25] are cars. But they are totally different. When 

I say that the final limit for assets of a simple employee like me is having a house and a car, 

then this car is not the above said Rolls-Royce but it is the above said Peugeot 206. It should 

be noted that apparently Iranians also make inventions as ISI papers since Iran is standing on 

the 16th ranking in the number of ISI papers [26]. But ISI paper is an invention for which no 

money is given to the inventor by the user (the one who downloads the paper) and these 

inventions have no value and no place in GDP. I believe that ISI papers are waste of time 

and prevent progress and advancement. In the case of Iran, they are for making people busy 

with science for them not to think of important things like politics and religion.  

5. These are the highest level of science in the fields of corrosion and inspection in oil and gas 

industry in Iran. 

My schizophrenia is expository and exhibitive only to say that do not be intelligent otherwise you 

catch schizophrenia. The principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, psychology and mental 

disorders like schizophrenia are expository and exhibitive only to weaken the people. In reality 

all the world attract and employ intelligent people and they are the happiest people in the world. 

So do not worry about “DEPRESSIVE REALISM” and act according to this great quote from 
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prominent man of Mr. John Wooden as “Do the best you can …”. I strongly believe on this 

quote. I will continue writing my recent articles titled “Criticism of the Current Science in the 

World” and “its Addenda” forever. Also, I will continue my political activity forever. I wish 

everybody to be extremely successful and even far more than me for all the of the world to be 

beneficial of him/her. Due to the application of DEPRESSIVE REALISM principles, my life was 

and is miserable and this is against HUMANITY. There is a great quote from the prominent 

person Ms. Doris Lee about HUMANITY as “Kindness is the best form of humanity”. Many 

prominent persons have talked about HUMANITY which are present in internet. By the way do 

not forget that it is all expository and exhibitive only for the people not to work on anything like 

science and to weaken them because otherwise they will have a future like me and they will catch 

schizophrenia like me. My schizophrenia is only expository and exhibitive to make people weak. 

But in reality, all the world attracts and employ intelligent persons. Usually people apply the 

principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM such that they bypass the law of MERITOCRACY but if 

someone work on them, then they will be trapped like a rat by the law whereas they have worked 

very much on this principle not to be trapped by law. MERITOCRACY is applied as a law 

everywhere in the world like USA, UK and so on as mentioned in the valid and official 

references [27 to 29]. Also, in USA, The Judicial Branch of the United States Government [30] 

and The United States Department of Justice [31] are responsible for MERITOCRACY in USA, 

The United States Merit Systems Protection Board officially protects federal merit systems [32] 

and etc.I will certainly make official and legal complains to the above constitutions for my rights 

being wasted due to DEPRESSIVE REALISM which is against the principles of 

MERITICRACY. Nowadays it is very easy and time saving to make a legal and official complain 

via online websites of the above constitutions. Also, MERITOCRACY is emphasized by Iran 

Leader on his official website which must be applied everywhere in Iran [33].  Furthermore, 

constitutions like “JUDICIAL POWER [34]”, “MINISTRY OF JUSTICE [35]”, “GENERAL 

INSPECTION ORGANIZATION [36]”, “ADMINISTRATIVE COURT OF JUSTICE [37]” and 

so on are responsible for MERITICRACY in Iran. What’s more, there are INSPECTION AND 

COMPLAINS ANSWERING DEPARTMENT in Iran Ministry of Petroleum [38], National 

Iranian Oil Company [39], National Iranian Gas Company [40], National Iranian Petrochemical 

Company [41], National Iranian Oil Refining and Distribution Company [42], The Iran Ministry 

of Science, Research and Technology [43] and so on which are responsible for 

MERITOCRACY. I will certainly make official and legal complains to the above constitutions 

for my rights being wasted due to DEPRESSIVE REALISM which is against the principles of 
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MERITICRACY. Nowadays it is very easy and time saving to make a legal and official complain 

via online websites of the above constitutions. One excuse for people in Iran for not accepting 

my papers, not accepting my friendship, not communicating with me or not giving me a job and 

so on is that my articles are political and are against Iran regime. But in response to them I can 

say that these are within Iran Citizen Rights which are accepted by the Office of the President of 

Iran in its official website [44 and 45]. According to the FREEDOM RIGHTS at this website, I 

am free to publish my papers of this type. As referenced in the above website, these FREEDOM 

RIGHTS are according to the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran. Therefore, you see 

that those people who want to apply the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM on me such that 

they bypass the law of MERITOCRACY, were trapped like rats by the law of Iran. I accept 

Islamic Republic of Iran regime, its leader and its president since the majority of Iranians accept 

them and this is according to principles of DEMOCRACY which means the rule of the majority. 

This is the reason why superpowers accept Islamic Republic of Iran regime, its leader and its 

president. But it should be noted that Iran and superpowers are not in complete agreement and 

when Iran becomes a danger for superpowers, then they stop Iran. For example, superpowers did 

not allow Iran to acquire the nuclear weapon by applying sanctions on Iran and as one result, 

Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) agreement was reached (It means that behaving 

like a JACKASS is controlled in this world).  In fact, majority of Iran people do not understand 

anymore to reject Iran Islamic Regime and to accept a secular regime in Iran. Making Iran a state 

of USA requires a huge amount of understanding which Iranians do not have it. Those who want 

to weaken the people in fact want the people dead since the end of weakness is 

death.HOLLYWOOD movies like “The Silence of the Lambs, 1991”, “Rain Man, 1988”, “A 

Beautiful Mind, 2001”, “The Iron Lady, 2011”, “Black Swan, 2010” are only expository and 

exhibitive only to say that do not become intelligent otherwise you will catch schizophrenia. But 

those who want to bypass the law of meritocracy will be trapped like rats by the law. There is a 

scene in the movie of “Rain Man, 1988”in which the owner of the casino says to the Tom Cruise 

that you are not allowed to gamble anymore in here and in any other casinos in the Las Vegas 

and Tom Cruise is convinced to leave gambling. But this is against the law and the activity of 

Dustin Hoffman is legal in this casino. Therefore, you see that those who want to bypass the law 

of meritocracy will be trapped like rats by the law. Only fools in this world believe on the 

principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM. From this passage about “Rain Man, 1988” movie I 

want to conclude that one should not believe whatever others say. Many of these sayings are 

bullshit and are therefore against the law. If the owner of the casino was true, then he must write 
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his saying on a document with header of the casino and must sign and stamp it. In this way one 

can make a legal complain against him in the court or other legal references that I mentioned 

above. Again, you see that those who want to bypass the law of meritocracy will be trapped like 

rats by the law. I have experienced such bullshits many times and therefore I know how to deal 

with it very good.  

In this world everything is expository and exhibitive only to weaken the people. Examples are the 

Iranian talent shows which are broadcasted from Iranian satellite channels. In general singing is 

about love but this concept is reversed in these shows by the jury or referees. For example, a 

talent show was shown in Iranian satellite channel of TV PERSIA 1 known as “Next Persian 

Star”. The jury and referees who were Vartan Avanesian and Omid Soltani have repeatedly said 

that the best Iranian singer is Dariush Eghbali for everybody to imitate him. But in reality 

Dariush Eghbali is shit and no one listens him or watch his music videos. Therefore, all the 

followers of him will fail in singing. Another example is the talent show of GOOGOOSH 

MUSIC ACADEMY. In season 3, Ermia was the winner but she had veil or Hijab which is bad 

for female singers since people love sexy nude female singers. In this way all the followers of her 

will fail in singing. These behaviors are based on the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM and 

are expository and exhibitive only to weaken people.  

I have previously mentioned many of Iran scientific problems in the oil industry which Iranians 

cannot solve them [4 to 22]. Now suppose that Iran can solve all of them which is impossible. 

But nowadays no country in the world imports Iran oil due to USA and international sanctions 

against Iran. This means that politics in Iran have many scientific problems since Iranians cannot 

export their oil freely like USA. The United States became a net annual petroleum exporter in 

2020. In 2020, the United States exported about 8.51 MMb/d and imported about 7.86 MMb/d of 

petroleum, making the United States a net annual petroleum exporter for the first time since at 

least 1949 [46].Also, USA has the first ranking in the production of oil worldwideby 11,307,560 

bbl/day [47]. It should be noted that the most important thing in every country is politics which 

governs every other things. I strongly believe that these scientific problems of Iran have a 

political solution and accordingly I strongly suggest that Iran become a state of USA politically 

and totally. USA has the highest amount of political sciences worldwide. In contrast to USA, Iran 

has access to only a small part of USA political sciences since a large part of discovered political 

sciences of USA is kept secret and is not in public access as it is exactly mentioned in 

Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential [48] and also I have said it many times in 
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my recent articles titled “Criticism of the Current Science in the World” and “it’s Addenda” [4 to 

22].However USA is the leader of the free world [49] because it has the highest amount of 

political sciences in the worldand a large part of these political sciences is kept secret and is not 

in public access as it is exactly mentioned in Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human 

Potential [48] and also I have said it many times in my recent articles titled “Criticism of the 

Current Science in the World” and “it’s Addenda” [4 to 22].Instead Iran is known as the axis of 

evil in the world [50]. From this paragraph I want to conclude that Iran and I will not become 

anything in the science, I have no intelligence and Iran and I will not become anything in general. 

I am a sick and very poor man. I requested everybody to send me money. I need a monthly basic 

income to survive. I have created a WebMoney (WebMoney is an online payment settlement 

system) account for financial aid to receive. The purse number is Z291871883734 and is in my 

name. Financial aid from any source is greatly appreciated. For financial helps from Iran, my 

card number in TEJARAT BANK is 5859831150971751. My poverty is expository and 

exhibitive only for the people not to work on anything like science and to weaken them because 

otherwise they will have a future like me and they will catch schizophrenia like me. 

CONCLUSIONS  

The only way that I strongly suggest for the scientific and economic advancement and 

development of Iran in all fields (including politics) is to make, regard and announce Iran as a 

state of USA (United States of America) officially and politically (and totally). I.e. Iran should 

make and regard itself as a state of USA (United States of America) politically (and totally). I 

have heard that this idea was first suggested by His Majesty Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi for 

Iran. I have created a petition in internet for everybody to sign it and to make Iran a state of USA 

[51]. So please sign this petition. This petition is also based on the principles of DEMOCRACY 

and the rule of the majority. In this case, there is a quote from U.S. Secretary of State His 

Excellency Mr. Antony Blinken as “America's leadership is needed around the world, and we will 

provide it, because the world is far more likely to solve problems and meet challenges when the 

United States is there" [52]. As an important conclusion from this paper and my previous papers 

titled “Criticism of the Current Science in the World” and “its Addenda”, I should mention that 

Iran will not advance by just making copy from superpowers. In fact, these copy makings weaken 

Iran. 
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